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Discuss the metaphysical connection in A.K.
Ramanujan's short story "A Flowering Tree".
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l. Attempt erny two qucstinns out ol thrcc: (5x2:10)
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(a) Write a short note on how female suppression and

slavery is portrayed in the poem "Volcano, You

Cannot Erupt".
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(b) Write a short note on the character of Abhijit in
Tagore's " Waterfall".
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(c) Why does the poet put on dark glasses in "Dali,
Hussain, or Odour of Dream, Colour of Wind"?
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3. Discuss how Amitav Ghosh urges to contiont Climate.
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2. Explain how balancing the ecological system is one of
the most concurrent issues that had been portrayed

by Mary Oliver in the poem "Sleeping in the Forest"?


